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I agree with the 11 of the 12 items that are listed as "most important." However, I feel like this is
more of an advertisement than an informative booklet. I also found what seems to be a pretty large
typo or editing error. Both tip #8 and #9 are titled "Get a self defense weapon." Tip #8 is about a
saw and tip #9 is about duct tape. This left me a little confused. I'm uploading the ENTIRE page of
Tip 8, 9, and 10 so you can see how simple and incomplete each tip is.More editing errors that

would make an English teacher scream. I wonder if this was written and edited by someone who is
not fluent in the English language...Tip #10 says "It costs a lot of money $900 plus a monthly
subscription) but is really worth it if you really need the internet.Is this for real? Was this sent to
publishing before a proofread?Retail sample tested for evaluation and review purposes.

My family is into survival things like "go bags" and learning different things to be prepared if
something were to ever happen. My husband and I both went through this book and my husband
already knew 90% and had it already but there were a few things he thought was helpful information
like the folding saw, I don't have one of those. As for what I thought, all of it was helpful to me, I'm
not as knowledgeable as my husband so I learned a whole lot more and I really liked that when
there was something suggested to have like the folding saw, for example, there was a specific kind
that was named so we knew of one that would be great for the job. The 12 items in the book are all
for the most part pretty easy to get and even at a decent price because the wifi on the go thing,
personally I don't think that if you're really issues going on that you need survival gear that wifi is a
concern. I'd bet more on a radio.

I loved the tips in this book. This is great for any survival or even camper or hiker in your life. (It is
also a great gag gift for anyone who believes the world will be ending soon.) I would say that some
of the tips are common sense, but many of them I would have never considered, even as a frequent
camper and hiker. I would pair this product with a few of the items recommended so that you can
get your survivalist started! Additionally, I think everyone can learn from survival information just to
ensure in an emergency you do not end up in a really bad situation. Merely understanding some
gear to have around the house or in the backyard is good for general information as well!* I received
this product for a discount in exchange for an honest review*

With everything that is going on in the world nowadays it's important to know about survival gears.
I'm already a prepper myself so a lot of the information provided in this guide was information that I
already knew. I would recommend this to people who are newer to survival so they can get an
overview on how to get started.I received this book for evaluation with a request to provide an
honest review. Getting a free product does not influence my review, this is my honest evaluation of
this survival gear book.

This book provides a good list of items as a guideline for anyone that is interested in creating a

"survival bag". I found all of the suggestions to be valid and helpful. The book is a short read though
it could have been proofread. Overall, I found it to be a useful guide when taking into consideration
what items you would want to include when making an emergency bag.**I received this book at a
discount in exchange for my honest review**

Well, where do I start. This book is ok. It appears that there's a lot of advertisements for various
products. There's some editing problems with some of the tips. However, this has a lot of interesting
and useful information in it. For those that are new to survival gear, this is a good read and will give
you some basic ideas of what you need. I received this in exchange for an honest review.

this book has alot of stuff you should have on you or in your car at all time just in case you never
know time of your lifeAs with any product or experience, your results may vary, this is simply my
opinion. I received this product for free or at a disscounted in exchange for my opinion review

This is a good read. I am a beginner prepper and I am always looking for ideas and information.
This is a fairly short read which is good for me. I like that fact that the author gives the names of
specific brand items. This helps me to look them up and see what the items are all about. I like the
checklist at the end as it gives me a good place to start. Sample provided for my honest opinion and
review.
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